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secure optional benefits if desired. Strictly speaking. Chapter
it seems that any part, and not tlie United Kingdom    	1
alone, could, if tlxe foreign state agreed, stipulate for
advantages for the rest of the Empire in a treaty signed
for that part alone, though in practice it is natural that
it is the United Kingdom that normally so acts. The
Union1 also appears to have objections to this pro-
cedure, but no formal dissent from it has yet been
expressed by the Imperial Conference, and its propriety
therefore so far cannot be denied. It is obvious that
some at least of the Dominions do not object to this
mode of procedure in their interests.
In the same way the British Government in its
treaties normally stipulates for advantages for British
subjects in general and for British shipping without
restriction to shipping registered in the United King-
dom. The Union of South Africa, on the other hand, in
its treaty with Germany of 1928, stipulated for advan-
tages for Union registered shipping. Mr. McGilligan
again would seem to deprecate this advantage for Irish
citizens who are also British nationals, but it seems to
be acceptable to the Dominions in general.
It may therefore fairly be concluded that a certain
amount of unity must be conceded to the Common-
wealth, despite the distinct character which also must
be recognised as belonging to the parts. It is impossible
for the Empire to insist on acting in certain matters
as a unity, and also to demand that the parts are
to be regarded as absolutely distinct. Foreign powers
cannot be expected to concede any such claim, nor do
1 Thus in the Russian agreement of April 16,1930, the Free State
and the Union are excluded from the right to adhere and to receive on
reciprocity most favoured nation treatment: Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg.
xii. 293, 294.

